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SAM EVIAN
You, Forever
JUNE 1st, 2018

TRACK LISTING
01. IDGAF   3:17
02. Where Did You Go? 3:19
03. Health Machine  3:59
04. Anybody  4:43
05. Apple   1:43
06. Country  2:48
07. Next to You  4:21
08. Summer Day  3:37
09. Now I Feel It  3:06
10. You, Forever  3:32
11. Katie's Rhodes  4:16
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PRESS PROMOTION
Jessica Linker - Pitch Perfect
jessica@pitchperfectpr.com
(773) 271-6844

RADIO PROMOTION
College, Commercial & Specialty Radio 
radio@saddle-creek.com
(402) 558-8208 x 106

MASTER USE LICENSING
je�@saddle-creek.com
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5% DISCOUNT ON CD ONLY THRU ADA UNTIL 06/08/2018 

NOT EXPORTABLE OUTSIDE THE US

LP NOT RETURNABLE

As it has been said: no matter where you go, there you are. With his new album You, Forever, Sam Evian, 
the project of New York-based musician, songwriter, and producer Sam Owens, is here to add some 
eternity to that sentiment.

“This is you, forever,” he says. “It’s about accepting that you are responsible for you, that you’re in charge 
of your actions. Everything you do a�ects others and yourself, so, no matter what you choose to do, be 
there and learn from it.” It’s a mantra that powers self-starter Owens, who debuted his �rst Sam Evian 
full-length, Premium, in the fall of 2016. The notion takes on a dual meaning that is echoed across 
You, Forever.

You, Forever is Owens’s foray into a more soul-baring sensibility and places the artist directly in the 
sightlines and heartlines of his listeners. The album (as well as 2017’s “Need You,” a collaboration with 
the multi-hyphenate musician Chris Cohen) was written on the heels of his experience touring Premium 
with his band and was recorded across the latter half of last year. The tours—which included opening 
shows for bands like Whitney, Big Thief, Teenage Fanclub, Luna, Nick Hakim and Lucius—taught him 
much about feel and interaction. Further fueled by a desire to escape from the glow of screens and to 
embrace a sense of limitation, he quickly developed a new set of songs for his band and recorded them 
on a Tascam four-track cassette recorder at his parents’ house in North Carolina.

Owens then borrowed an eight-track reel-to-reel tape recorder from a friend, rented a house in upstate 
New York, and took the band – Brian Betancourt (bass), Austin Vaughn (drums), Adam Brisbin (guitar), 
and Hannah Cohen (backup vocals) – there to record the new album in July of 2017. The limitations of 
the method - Sam even banned tuning pedals - focused the recording process on the vibe he had 
achieved on the original four-track recordings. 

Whether driving across America, navigating the bustle of his adopted NYC home, playing festival stages 
with rock legends, or getting back to basics in his parents’ garage, no matter where Sam Evian goes, 
there he is…forever.

• Follow up to 2016’s Premium

• LP includes digital download

LP CD


